Parent & Teenager Driving Contract

Driving on your own is a big deal, it brings a new
level of freedom and independence to your life, but it
may also present significant danger to you.
23 PER CENT OF 18 -24 YEAR OLDS HAD BEEN INVOLVED IN A
CRASH WHILST DRIVING WITHING 6 MONTHS OF PASSING
THEIR TEST.*
To help keep you safe behind the wheel, we have
designed a contract aimed at helping parents enforce
good driving behaviour and rules, by clearly
demonstrating what is expected, in return for the
financial support they provide you, to help you get on
the road.
This contract is not legally binding, but it will allow
you to have an open conversation about the do’s and
don’ts of driving and clearly demonstrate the
repercussions of not following these simple
instructions.
*https://www.theaa.com/resources/Documents/pdf/young-drivers-at-risk.pdf

I, ____________ promise to…
Always stay within the speed limits, at all times.
Always keep my car well-maintained (Interior and Exterior).
Always perform basic checks before each long journey (i.e. Tyre pressure).
Always wear a seat belt and make sure each passenger is buckled up before driving.
Always only use the vehicle with expressed consent from my parent(s).
Always carry my driver’s licence, insurance information and emergency information
when driving.
Always make sure that I am in the correct emotional state to drive.
Always make sure I am home by the agreed upon time with my parents.
Always comply with Police officers if I am pulled over.

I, ____________ promise to…
Never use my car to race or try to impress other people/drivers.
Never get behind the wheel if overly-tired or sleep deprived.
Never give a lift to hitchhikers, or people that I do not know.
Never let anybody else drive my car, unless my parents have stated otherwise.
Never drive under the influence of alcohol or drugs.
Never let anybody in the car in possession of alcohol, drugs, or weapons.
Never use my mobile phone whilst driving. I will pull over if I need to make a call.
Never conceal any fines, warnings, points, or collisions from parent(s)/guardian(s).
Never eat and/or drink while I am behind the wheel.
Never have more passengers than my car can seat.
By signing the above sections, you have agreed to comply with all the rules set out in this contract. Breaking
these rules, or failing to co-operate with your parents may result in ramifications set out below in the document.

For Parents: please fill in below table – example has been provided.
For child: I, ___________ understand and agree with the repercussions associated with not
following the rules set out in this contract. These punishments are set in stone and cannot be
argued with.
Rule(s) Broken

Repercussion

Example: Texting your friend while driving

Example: Not allowed to drive for one week

IF YOU ARE AN INSURETHEBOX COSTUMER AND YOU HAVE HAD AN
ACCIDENT, CONTACT US IMMEDIATELY ON 0333 103 0030. PLEASE
SAVE YOUR NUMBER ON YOUR MOBILE PHONE.
For insurethebox customers:

I, __________________ promise to monitor my driving behaviour
or share access to my portal with my parent.
Promise to aim to get green driving scores every month.
Promise to not get a red score for speeding and risk cancellation of my policy.
Promise to keep up with my miles balance in case top up miles need to be purchased.
Promise to keep my parents informed about changes to my policy.

If you are involved in an accident
Stop somewhere safe and alert others with your hazard
S
S lights or a warning triangle. Check that everyone's OK and
call emergency services, if needed.
Take details from everyone involved including passengers
and witnesses: names, addresses, phone numbers and car
T
T
registration. Stay calm and don’t admit liability.
Observe the scene of the accident and record details, like
the positions of the vehicles, road layout and anything
O
O else you think is relevant, when it’s still fresh in your mind.
Note down the location and take photos if appropriate.
Phone one of our agents on 0330 103 0030 as soon as
possible. Calling us immediately and reporting all
incidents will help avoid someone else reporting it
P
P without your knowledge, and prevent you from becoming
a victim of fraud. Once you’ve reported your accident to us
you.

